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We propose a compact, close-to-common-path, off-axis interferometric system for low polarizing samples based on a
spatial polarization encoder that is placed at the Fourier plane after the output port of a conventional transmission
microscope. The polarization encoder erases the sample information from one polarization state andmaintains it on
the orthogonal polarization state while retaining the low spatial frequencies of the sample, and thus enabling quan-
titative phase acquisition. In addition, the interference fringe visibility can be controlled by polarization manipu-
lations. We demonstrate this concept experimentally by quantitative phase imaging of a USAF 1951 phase test target
and human red blood cells, with optimal fringe visibility and a single-exposure phase reconstruction. © 2015
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (090.1995) Digital holography; (100.3175) Interferometric imaging; (130.5440) Polarization-selective

devices; (170.3880) Medical and biological imaging; (180.3170) Interference microscopy.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.40.002273

Interferometric phase microscopy (IPM), also known as
digital holographic microscopy, enables to quantitatively
measure optical path differences in transparent or trans-
lucent microscopic samples [1–7]. Relevant applications
are biological cell imaging [5,6,8] and optical metrology
[9,10]. After the spatial interference pattern is recorded
by a digital camera, one can digitally extract the optical
path delay (OPD) map of the sample [2,3,11]. The OPD
map is equal to the product of the local physical thick-
ness and the relative refractive index contents of the
sample. The lateral resolution of this map is diffraction
limited, while the axial precision is nanometric
[2,10,12]. By using off-axis interferometry, only a single
camera exposure is needed for obtaining the OPD
map, so that dynamic samples can be acquired [13–19].
A major parameter that controls the OPD accuracy is

the interference fringe contrast. Poor fringe contrast re-
sults in insufficient phase modulation depth, decreasing
the signal-to-noise ratio, and essentially deteriorating the
quality of the OPD maps [20,21].
Anothermajor parameter that influences theOPDaccu-

racy is the degree of the common path shared by the two
interfering beams. Ideally, the reconstructed OPD repre-
sents only the delay acquired in the sample; thus, it is de-
sired that both reference and sample beams go through
the same optical path, excluding the sample itself. This
configuration is known as common-path geometry, and
aids in increasing the temporal stability of the OPD signal.
A close-to-common-path configuration is achieved by
separating the reference beam from the sample beam
as closely as possible to the interference plane [3].
In this Letter, we propose an off-axis polarization-

encoded interferometer (PEI) for quantitatively imaging
low-polarizing samples within a single camera exposure
and with adjustable fringe contrast. In this compact
interferometer, the sample information is encoded on
one polarization state and filtered from the orthogonal
polarization state, serving as the reference beam.
Similarly to the proposed PEI, point diffraction inter-

ferometers [22] also generate the reference arm by

filtering high spatial frequencies. However, the sample
beam does not contain the undiffracted light. In contrast,
the proposed PEI retains this light so that its sample
beam also contains the low spatial frequencies of the
sample. This is important for quantitative phase map re
construction. Using a birefringent beam displacer, we
enable off-axis interference on the camera, and thus a
complete OPD map reconstruction from a single inter-
ferogram, allowing imaging of highly dynamic samples.

In comparison to conventional interferometers, the
sample and reference beams in the proposed PEI travel
inseparably through almost the entire system, in a close-
to-common-path geometry. Finally, the PEI allows
optimizing the fringe contrast by setting the polarization
of the incident or output light to achieve optimal ratio
between the reference and sample beams.

Figure 1 presents the measurement setup. The first
part of the setup is an inverted transmission
microscope, illuminated by a linearly polarized Helium-
Neon (HeNe) laser (632.8 nm wavelength). In the
inverted microscope, the input light polarization is con-
trolled by a quarter wave plate (QWP), followed by a
rotating polarizer (RP). The QWP converts the linear
polarization of the laser into circular polarization; hence,
it enables maintaining constant power, regardless of the
polarization angle of the RP. The polarized light is then
transmitted through the sample to a microscope objec-
tive (20×, 0.42 numerical aperture, infinity corrected),
followed by a compatible tube lens (200 mm focal
length), which forms the output magnified image of
the microscope. At the output of the microscope, the
portable PEI module (marked by a dashed blue rectangle
in Fig. 1) is connected. The PEI module consists of a
Fourier transforming lens FTL (100 mm focal length)
with a subsequent polarization encoding spatial filter
(PE) placed at the Fourier plane. The PE is made of a
0.3 mm thick polyvinyl alcohol polarizing film sheet (ex-
tinction ratio 1000∶1 at 632.8 nm). A focused laser beam,
with intensity above the damage threshold of the polar-
izer, was used to destroy the anisotropy of the polarizer
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in a small central round spot of 14 μm diameter. This cre-
ated an nonpolarizing pinhole at the center of the
element. Thus, horizontally polarized light is unaffected
by the PE [see Fig. 2(a)], while vertically polarized light
passes only through the pinhole area [see Fig. 2(b)].
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the imaged Fourier plane

of the sample beam and the reference beam, respectively,
in the two polarization states. Both low and high spatial
frequencies are encoded into the sample beam and are
transmitted through the PE in the horizontal polarization
state [90°, see Fig. 2(c)]. On the other hand, in the vertical
polarization state, only the pinhole transmits the light
[0°, see Fig. 2(d)] and, thus, in the reference beam

polarization, only low spatial frequencies of the sample
are transmitted.

From the PE, the light propagates toward a birefrin-
gent polarizing beam displacer (PBD) made from a cal-
cite crystal (BD27, Thorlabs), which creates a 2.7 mm
displacement between the reference and sample beams
[23]. Both beams are Fourier transformed back by iFTL
lens (75 mm focal length) onto the digital camera
(DCC1545M, Thorlabs), while creating ∼2° off-axis angle
between the sample and reference beams. Finally, to
enable interference between the two orthogonal polariza-
tions, we incorporated a polarization combiner (PC,
polarizer rotated at −45°) before the camera. The carrier
fringe period is determined by the off-axis angle, so that it
allows three pixels per period, enabling full separation of
the sample wave front without wasting camera pixels.
The lateral resolution of the PEI system is limited by
the lateral resolution of the inverted microscope, which
in our setup was 1.5 μm.

The interferogram I, created on the digital camera sen-
sor, can be mathematically expressed as follows:
I � jESj2 � jERj2 � E�

S · ER � ES · E�
R, where the asterisk

represents complex conjugate, and ES and ER are the
sample and reference waves projected onto the detector,
respectively. The first two terms on the right-hand side
of the equation are the wave intensities, which, in the
Fourier domain, represent the autocorrelations of
the sample and reference beams. The last two terms re-
present the cross-correlations, and encode the phase ac-
cumulated at each point on the sample. To extract the
phase map, we used the off-axis Fourier-based algorithm
[24], which includes Fourier transform, filtering one of
the cross-correlation terms, inverse Fourier transform,
and phase unwrapping of the argument of the resulting
matrix, to resolve 2π phase ambiguities [25]. To compen-
sate for aberrations and field curvatures, we subtracted
from the wrapped phase (before unwrapping) the
wrapped phase extracted from an interferogram ac-
quired with no sample. The unwrapped phase is propor-
tional to the OPD of the sample [11].

To test the proposed system, we first used it to image
the OPD map of a USAF 1951 phase test target.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show intensity images of the sam-
ple at the two polarization states (by placing the polarizer
in front of the camera at 0° or at 90°). To achieve contrast
of the phase target, the image was slightly defocused. In
the horizontal polarization [Fig. 3(a)], it can be seen that
all sample features are clearly seen; therefore, the hori-
zontal polarization carries the sample information. On
the vertical polarization [Fig. 3(b)], all sample-related in-
formation is erased; therefore, this polarization can be
used as the reference beam. A zoom-in image of the
off-axis interference pattern acquired by the camera is
seen in Fig. 3(c). The reconstructed phase map is shown
in Fig. 3(d). The theoretical phase, φ, of the test target
can be calculated by its thickness (h � 120 nm), the
refractive indices’ difference between the sample (n �
1.56) and surrounding air (n � 1), and the wavelength
(λ � 632.8 nm), as follows: φ � 2π · Δn · h∕λ. There-
fore, the theoretical phase is ∼0.67 rad, which agrees
with the measurements. Note that this target thickness
was not precisely constant on all high spatial points
because of the lithography process.

Fig. 1. PEI module, marked by a dashed blue rectangle, con-
nected at the output port of an inverted microscope. The black
arrows and circled dot represent polarization states. The red
lines represent the light path from the laser through the sample.
The green and blue lines show polarization displacement by the
PBD. M, mirror; QWP, quarter wave plate; RP, rotating polar-
izer; S, sample; MO, microscope objective; TL, tube lens;
FTL, Fourier transforming lens; PE, polarization encoding spa-
tial filter; and PBD, birefringent polarizing beam displacer. The
green arrow indicates the PBD optic axis (OA); iFTL, (inverse)
Fourier transforming lens; PC, polarization combiner.

Fig. 2. (a),(b) Microscope image of the PE with (a) a co-
polarized analyzer and (b) a cross-polarized analyzer. The scale
bars are 14 μm. (c),(d) the imaged Fourier plane of the PE with
a (c) co-polarized analyzer and (d) a cross-polarized analyzer.
The scale bars indicate 1 · 10−3 μm−1. The arrows represent the
analyzer polarization. 90°, horizontal polarization; 0°, vertical
polarization.
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In the proposed PEI, the polarization angle of the
illumination affects the reconstruction quality by
modifying the fringe contrast (FC). FC � �Imax − Imin�∕
�Imax � Imin�, where Imax and Imin denote the maximum
and minimum grayscale intensities of the interferogram,
respectively. FC can also be calculated by the amplitude
ratio of the cross-correlation terms and the autocorrela-
tion terms of Eq. (1), that is, the ratio between the ac and
the dc components of the interferogram [3]. The optimal
FC is 1, and it is obtained when the amplitudes of the
interfering beams are equal at the interference plane.
Since the polarization angle sets the relative amplitudes
of light in the reference and sample arms, it can be ad-
justed to obtain this optimal FC. Let P denote the power
emerging from the laser and θ denote the source polari-
zation angle with respect to the vertical axis. Then, ac-
cording to Malus’s law [26], PR�θ� � cos2�θ� · P is the
power fraction in the vertical polarization and PS�θ� �
sin2�θ� · P is the power fraction in the horizontal polari-
zation. When passing through the PE, the horizontally
polarized light remains unchanged, while the vertically
polarized light is spatially filtered; therefore, its total
power is reduced. If we consider a Gaussian distribution,
the effective transmitted power is PR�θ; R1� � �1−
exp�−2R2

1∕R2
2�� · cos2�θ� · P, where R1 is the aperture

radius and R2 is the waist radius of the focused beam (full
width at half-maximum) [26]. After propagating through
iFTL lens, the intensities of the sample and reference
beams at the interference plane are inversely propor-
tional to the collimated spot area. At this plane, the refer-
ence and sample spots radii are given by RR �
λ · f 2∕�π · R1� and RS � λ · f 2∕�π · R2�, respectively [25].
Therefore, the reference and sample beam intensities,
projected onto the digital camera sensor, are given by

IR�θ; R1� � PR�θ; R1�∕�π · R2
R� and IS�θ� � PS�θ�∕�π · R2

S�,
correspondingly. Since the intensities are quadratically
proportional to the fields, the theoretical FC as a function
of the source polarization angle and the aperture radius
for the PEI module is given by

FCPEI�θ; R1� �
2jES�θ� · E�

R�θ; R1�j
jER�θ; R1�j2 � jES�θ�j2

� 2
����������������������������������
IS�θ� · IR�θ; R1�

p

IR�θ; R1� � IS�θ�
: (1)

For airy disk radius at the Fourier plane, which was
measured as 10 μm, the effective beam waist radius, R2,
is 13 μm. Hence, the calculated optimal FC is obtained for
source polarization angles of 	20°. To check it experi-
mentally, we acquired interferograms for different illumi-
nation polarization angles. For these measurements, the
polarizer at the laser output was rotated at 5° steps and a
set of interferograms was recorded. At polarization
angles close to θ � 0°, measurements were recorded
more frequently. For each polarization angle, FC was
calculated and the phase map was reconstructed.
Figure 4(a) presents the experimental and theoretical
FC results which are in a good agreement. The optimal
experimental FC was 0.8, and was obtained for source
polarization angles of 	20°. Figures 4(b)–4(e) show the

Fig. 3. Imaging of USAF 1951 phase test target using the PEI.
(a) The intensity image with the co-polarized analyzer (at 90°),
associated with the sample arm, and (b) with the cross-polar-
ized analyzer (at 0°), associated with the reference arm. (c) The
off-axis interference obtained on a small area of the back-
ground. (d) The reconstructed quantitative phase map. The
scale bars are 26.7 μm in (a), (b), and (d), and 6.8 μm in (c).

Fig. 4. Fringe contrast (FC) analysis: (a) experimental and
theoretical FC of interferograms recorded with different source
polarization angles. (b)–(e) The reconstructed quantitative
phase maps for different input polarization angles: (b) 10°,
(c) 20°, (d) 55°, and (e) 90°. Scale bars are 40 μm.
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reconstructed phase maps for several input polarization
angles. As the fringe contrast decreases, the reconstruc-
tion quality deteriorates. When the laser is vertically
or horizontally polarized, no interference is obtained,
causing ambiguous reconstructed phase maps [see
Figs. 4(e)].
To evaluate the temporal sensitivity of our setup, we

built a conventional Mach–Zehnder interferometer [2]
(MZI) on the same optical table. The temporal stability
of the reconstructed phase of the PEI and MZI
were 1.1 and 1.8 nm, respectively, which corresponds
to ∼40% improvement in the PEI configuration. The
PEI stability can be further improved by combining
the PEI elements together to reduce the relative phase
jitter. The spatial sensitivity of the PEI was 1.85 nm.
We used the system to measure quantitative phase

maps of human red blood cells (RBCs), diluted in phos-
phate buffer solution [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. The source
polarization angle was set to θ � 20°, which enables op-
timal FC. To evaluate cell thickness, we assumed refrac-
tive indices of the cells and the solution as 1.40 and
1.33411, respectively [27]. Figure 5(c) shows the cell
thickness profile assessments from horizontal (red)
and vertical (blue) cross sections, at the locations indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 5(b), which fit previous measured
RBC quantitative phase profiles [14,15,18].
In conclusion, we proposed a compact polarization-

encoded, close-to-common-path, off-axis interferometer,
with adjustable fringe contrast, for single-exposure
quantitative phase imaging. The fringe contrast can be
optimized by setting the input polarization angle, so that
the reference and the sample beam intensities are equal
at the interference plane. The system was demonstrated
by quantitative phase imaging of both a USAF 1951 phase
test target and an RBC sample. The ability to obtain op-
timal interference fringe modulation depth at two differ-
ent source polarizations adds a degree of freedom to the
measurement that might allow extracting of both the
OPD and the polarization properties of the sample.
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Fig. 5. (a) Quantitative phase map of human RBCs. The scale
bar is 25 μm. (b) the zoom-in of the region marked by a white
rectangle in (a). The scale bar is 8.4 μm. (c) The vertical and
horizontal thickness profile cross sections through an RBC,
indicated by arrows in (b).
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